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Tamaris BORRELLY
ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ
(b. 1987)

Tamaris Borrelly (b. 1987, Paris) is a French artist 
who mainly works with drawing, animation, 
and installation. She graduated from the École 
nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts under the 
mentorship of Giuseppe Penone, Ann Veronica 
Janssens and Djamel Tatah, then furthered her 
study of 2D animated videos at the School of 
Visual Art in New York. Now she lives and works 
in Paris. 

Borrelly participated in “Silence”, a residency 
exhibition curated by Penone at the Convent 
of La Tourette by Le Corbusier (2012). In 2013, 
Borrelly travelled in Asia and stayed in India for 
several months, during which she participated 
an artist residency in Mumbai. She also 
experimented with terracotta as a way to mold 
forms from her drawing into three-dimensional 
works. In 2020, she created the set design and 
videos for dancer-choreographer Clémentine 
Vanlerberghe’s creation, Gratia Lacrimarum. 

Tamaris Borrelly’s work revolves around the 
living world, its metamorphoses, its fragility and 
its durability. Landscape and dreaming are at 
the center of Borrelly’s work. She questions the 
relationships between species and the biological 
links through her search for the fusion of matter. 
Like the scientist seeking to contribute to 
universal knowledge, she seeks to create a space 
opening onto another world.
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Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Fluid ≮Ҁ

 2022

Watercolors on kozo paper
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150 x 210 cm

#TBO019
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Night’s Diary ้⮱ᬒ䃝

 2022

Watercolors on kozo paper
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150 x 210 cm
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Hybrids and Chimeras ᱯवҀ̻ቹवҀ

 2022

Watercolors on paper
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Vincent CAZENEUVE

᪴ḛe



Vincent CAZENEUVE
᪴ḛe
(b. 1977)

Vincent Cazeneuve (b.1977) is a French artist 
using Chinese lacquer as his primary medium of 
creation.
 
After completing his studies in France, he 
created a studio specializing in the restoration of 
Western and Asian lacquerware before moving 
to Chongqing, China, in 2009 to decipher the 
secret of lacquer and traditional culture and 
craftsmanship essential to his work.

He gradually developed his narratives and 
aesthetics from both occidental and oriental 
LQ³XHQFHV� ZLWK� KLV� GHFHSWLYHO\� VLPSOH� DQG� \HW�
complex language while relentlessly exploring 
non-traditional supports such as old rice bags, 
wool felt, and leather. He also tries to draw on 
other art forms such as lithography, relief carving, 
collage, and traditional crafts such as rattan and 
bamboo weaving, lending his work rich layers and 
tactile feelings.

Vincent Cazeneuve’s work has been widely 
exhibited in art institutions in China and abroad, 
including TCCA, Xiamen (2022), XLY MoMA, 
Chengdu (2021), the Academy of Arts and Design 
of Tsinghua University, Beijing (2020), Yunnan 
Provincial Museum (2019), Art Museum of Sichuan 
Fine Arts Institute (2019), Chinese Cultural Center, 
Paris, France (2017), Revel IMARA, France (2013), 
Shanghai Biennale of Contemporary Art (2010), 
etc. His work has also been included in private 
collections in France, Italy, Switzerland, the United 
States, and China.
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Vincent CAZENEUVE ᪴ḛe�

Untitled ᬍ䷅

 2022

Chinese lacquer, rice bag, hand spun and 
weaved cotton fabric, gold and silver powder

 ๔Ƞㆠ㶸Ƞ㏧᷶㏴৮Ƞ䛾䨣ㆶ

90 x 77 x 6.5 cm

#WQI121

￥ 125,000

旻



Vincent CAZENEUVE ᪴ḛe�

Untitled ᬍ䷅

 2022

Chinese lacquer, rice bag, Graphite,  
gold and silver powder

 ๔喑ㆠ㶸喑ⴠ喑䛾䨣ㆶ

112 x 87 x 10 cm
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Vincent CAZENEUVE ᪴ḛe�

Untitled ᬍ䷅

 2022

Chinese lacquer, rice bag, crochet from 
jute fiber rope, charcoal powder, oxidized 

iron powder, gold and silver powder 

๔喑ㆠ㶸喑叱叨㐠䧖㑃喑◚ㆶ

䧮ㆶ喑䛾䨣ㆶࡃ⅔

90 x 26 x 20 cm

#WQI123
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CHAE Sung-Pil
채성필
(b. 1972)

Chae Sung-Pil (b.1972) is a South Korean artist 

currently residing in Paris, France. Combining 

his paintings with the philosophy and 

techniques of traditional Oriental traditions 

and the “quest for new ideas” expressed 

in Western art, Chae Sung-Pil is quickly 

becoming one of Korea’s most established 

and well-known artists. Chae Sung-Pil’s soil 

palette, collected from various trips around 

WKH�ZRUOG�DQG�WKHQ�²OWHUHG��GLOXWHG�ZLWK�ZDWHU�

and mixed with glue, creates an abstract 

texture on canvas reminiscent of the “texture” 

of earth itself. The soil is specially prepared 

on mulberry paper and often mixed with 

Chinese ink and powdered silver and gold 

dust. The organic mixture is then applied onto 

the canvas with a large brush or brooklets of 

water, which interact with the soil through 

slight tilts.

채성필�	Chae Sung-Pi, 1972Ꭱܧ⩌
᭜̭Ѻ䴖ప㞧
ᱜუ喑ⰛݺᅲѼౕ∂పጡ叻ȡЃ⮱㐅⩨㐀वγፓᰶ
͉э㐌⮱ਟ႓হឭᱜ喑Вࣷ㺬㞧ᱜ㶕䓫͚��ᄦ
ᕊᘠ⮱䔪Ⅿ�喑Chae Sung-Pilₐ䓲䕌ͧ䴖ప
ᰭⴒऺ⮱㞧ᱜუ̭ȡChae Sung-PiM�⮱ౌฑĄ
䄰㞟Წąϻ̓⩹ऱౝᩣ䯳㔹Გ喑㏼䓴␑喑⩕Ⅱ⼭䛷
Ꭳ̻㘣Ⅱ⌤व喑ౕ⩨ጰ̷݈䕍̭ܧ䆎⮱㏦⤳喑
ຯहౝ⤰㜗䏘⮱㖹⤳ȡ䔆ψౕᵾ⯛㏥̷➦۳ิݘ⮱
ౌฑ፥̻͚పⅡহ䨣ㆶȠ䛾ㆶ⌤व喑♣ऻ⩕ݤၽ
ᝃ≮Ⅱ۟ݤᄳᰶᱧ⌤व➖⊯ౕ⩨ጰ̷喑䕇䓴䒨ᓛի
᫉⩨ጰ̻ౌฑοߕȡ



CHAE Sung-Pil 채성필
Portrait of Water Ⅱ㗃

 2021

Natural pigments on canvas

ጰ䲏๖♣㞟ㆶ

100 x 100 cm

#CSP002





Hugo DEVERCHÈRE



Born in 1988 in Lyon, France, Hugo Deverchère 
graduated from ENSAD Paris (École Nationale 
Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs) and from Le 
Fresnoy - National studio for contemporary 
arts. His work has recently been exhibited and 
screened in Palais de Tokyo (Paris FR), FRAC 
Grand Large (Dunkirk), Pearl Art Museum 
(Shanghai), MACRO (Rome), the International 
Film Festival Rotterdam, CPH:DOX 
(Copenhagen), Ars Electronica (Linz) and the 
Festival du nouveau cinéma (Montreal). 

'ULYHQ�E\�DQ�DOPRVW�VFLHQWL²F�DSSURDFK��+XJR�
Deverchere’s work attempts to set up a body 
of experiences which are just as many ways 
to question and evaluate our relationship with 
the world. Whether based on stories, collected 
data, captured or simply found images, his 
research often involves processes such as 
modelization, conversion, and transposition. 

The resulting forms act as a prism between 
reality and its representations, revealing the 
interval which separates our perception of 
the world and the knowledge and awareness 
we have of it. By questioning the role of 
imagination and collective memory in our 
approach to reality, the artist wishes to 
highlight phenomena and events which by 
their very nature are intangible and therefore 
remain subject to doubt and uncertainty. 

䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ1988Ꭱܧ⩌λ∂ప䛹ᬯ喑ٵऻ
ℂ͇λప⿸倅ぶ㷲亝㞧ᱜ႓䮏喑∂పప⿸ᒀА
㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ	Le Fresnoy - National Studio for 
Contemporary Arts
ȡᓤ㐡ܴᅁ⮱҉৮ᰫౕጡ
叻͉ϙი喑∂పᒀА㞧ᱜധ䛾ч	᪓ݨᅁٸ
喑̷
⊤ᬻ⤍㒻ᱜ亳喑㒄侙ᒀА㞧ᱜࢇ➖亳喑厬➦ͦప
䭲⩢ᒞ㞯喑᱙৵ᵦప䭲㏗ᒂ❴㞯	CPH:DOX
喑
ຒౝݖ᳄㡕⩢ၽ㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ�	Ars Electronica
�В
ࣷ㧆➦ݖᅁ⮱ڡ⩢ᒞ㞧ᱜ㞯�	the Festival du 
nouveau cinéma
ぶᱧᲱᆂܧȡ

ౕ䓾ͻ႓䕨䒾⮱ᑂᄩ̸喑䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ⮱҉
৮䄂ఫ䕇䓴ӈ̭㈨݄ᒏह䍗䔦⮱㏼ࢳᲒ䉕⪾হ
䛺䃱ѝЙ̻̓⩹⮱㖁㈨ȡϻᩲθݝᩣ䯳⮱
ᢛ喑ݝںఫᥱȠ᥉䯳ᝃ݈䕍喑Ѓ⮱ⵁ⾣⊶ࣷ
็∂喑ຯᐧȠ䒙㒛ᝃ䒙ᢏぶȡ

҉৮͚⮱ᒏ⟣Ь҈᭜⣝̻ڣ㶕⣝䬡⮱Ḟ䪉喑
ៅᄱܧγЙᄦ̓⩹⮱ⰸ∂হЙᢹᤎ⮱ⴒ䃳
䬡⮱ጛ䌊ȡ䕇䓴䉕⪾ᘠ䆎߈হ䯳Ҁ䃝ᓳᄦЙ
ᙌⴒ⣝⮱҉⩕喑㞧ᱜუᘠ㺮ᑧ䄰⣝䆎হθУ᠒
ᰶ̺Ⴧ⮱ȠБϧ䉕⪾⮱ᬍᒏᆋᕔȡ

Hugo DEVERCHÈRE
䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ
(b. 1988)



䭹⩌⮱̓⩹݆⎽λЙ㜗ጞ⮱̓⩹喑Ⴐᬏ̺ⱌ

Ό̺㮇մ喑䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ҉৮͚⮱ᮜ㻯ᅞౕ

ाЙ䃟䔝ⱭЃЙ⮱ᩲθȡ

Ȩ̰ᇈȩᣏ㉏γз℁ݖχ⩌➖㓑㥪喑䔆ψ⩌

➖㓑㥪ज㘪᭜⺋䄊͚̰ᇈᩲθ⮱䊤⎽喑㔹䔆

̰Ꮤᇈᆬ㏱⮱Ꭺ▢㓑ᇈ⮱ܴѺ㒛݆̭Ⱑᰶڤ

ζ䃛ÿÿ15হ16̓㏗⮱㝗⊤უౕౝఫ̷ᴴ∕Ꭺ▢

㓑ᇈ⮱Ѻ㒛๖ጛౝݘȡ�

䔆͗㈨݄В̭͗ⵁ⾣䶦Ⱋͧധ喑ᄨⅯ̰ᇈ

ᩲθ⮱䊤⎽喑ВࣷႰᄦᒀА⺋䄊⮱ᒞ৺ȡ䰕e

ᓤ㐡ܴᅁᄳౝ䉕႓Ƞᓛ⩌➖႓Ƞ๖᪴႓Ƞ㔰ऑ႓

হ◩䛾ᱜぶ̺ह䶳ഌ⮱ⵁ⾣ⅴ䯳ౕ̭䊤喑⓭≨γ

̭͗̓⩹⮱ܧ⣝হ̭͗ज㘪ጟ㏼⊵ᝃᅇ᱗㷘

ࣾ⣝⮱䶳ౌ⮱䓴⼸ȡ

Strange worlds are drawn from our 
own, they are neither real nor fake, and 
Deverchere’s landscapes tell us these 
stories. 

La Isla de las Siete Ciudades explores the 
lberian biotopes that might have been 
at the origin of the story of the mythical 
Seven Cities of Gold, ghost islands whose 
precise location varies considerably across 
15th and 16th century maps. 

This series is based on a research project 
which seeks out the origins of this legend 
DV�ZHOO�DV�ORRNLQJ�WR�LWV�UDPL²FDWLRQV�IRU�
our contemporary mythologies. Bringing 
WRJHWKHU�YDULRXV�²HOGV�RI�UHVHDUFK�VXFK�
as geology, microbiology, astronomy, 
archaeology and alchemy, Hugo 
Deverchère activates processes that allow 
for the emergence of a new world and 
the evocation of a territory that may have 
disappeared – or that has yet to be found. 

La Isla de las Siete Ciudades

̰ᇈ



Hugo DEVERCHÈRE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ

La Isla de las Siete Ciudades 

- Excavation #03

̰ᇈ���㔰ऑ�#03

 2021

Pigment print on Hahnemühle 
PhotoRag Ultra Smooth paper, 

oak frame

㞧ᱜᓛ喑৵ڲ߿ᥱᒞ㏜᷶®䊲Ꭰ
⏾㞧ᱜ㏥喑ᾎ᱕ᵳ

Ed. 2/5 + 2 EA; 229 x 154 x 4 cm

#HDE021



In the Excavation series, this man-
made geological landscape is captured 
using a shooting process derived from 
astrophotographic techniques. Each 
image is composed from several hundred 
shots from the same point of view, 
allowing to achieve a level of sharpness 
and detail that exceeds our own acuity. 
This vision of the territory, which is supra 
human, challenges our perception of 
reality and the concept of realism. 

ౕȨ㔰ऑᡃᣅȩ㈨݄͚喑ₑัϧ䕍⮱ౝ䉕ᮜ㻯
᭜⩕⎽㜗๖Ҁᥱᒞឭᱜ⮱ᥱ䓴⼸ᢂᡶ⮱ȡ
ᑍఫ❴䘪᭜⩞ౕह̭㻳㻿̸ᥱ⮱܍⮫ᑍ⚔❴
㏱喑ϻ㔹ᄳĄ㖶Ⱪ̺ज㻮ą⮱̓⩹ፓݝγ
Й⮱㻳㻶হᘼ䃳㠰డڲȡ䔆ᄦ䶳ౌ⮱ⰸ∂喑
᭜䊲ϧㆨ⮱喑ᠾᝅЙᄦ⣝Вࣷ⣝ͨͶ⮱
䃑ⴒȡ



The Torrevieja salt lake owes its color 
to the presence of a multi-million-
year-old halophilic microorganism that 
secretes a pink pigment. This type of 
extremophilic organism, observed under 
an electron microscope, is being studied 
in exobiology as a possible model in the 
search for unsuspected life forms on 
other planets. 

The Bardenas Reales are the remains 
of a prehistoric salt lake, whose 
sedimentary layers are gradually being 
revealed by erosion. The current state of 
this desert offers us a possible vision of 
Torrevieja in the distant future. 

Materializing this anachronistic link 
between the two territories, Event #02 
is the record of a vanished intervention 
by the artist at the Bardenas Reales 
where he spread pigment sourced in 
Torrevieja.

㺬⤚➆ច䰤㐡㕣৵⯽⎃(Torrevieja)⮱䷉㞟ᑿ
ѻ⍖ᓛ⩌➖⮱ႅౕ喑Ⴐ⮱ݺλ̭⮫̴Ꭱߌ
ㆶ㏏㞟⮱㞟㉍ȡౕ⩢ၽ᭫ᓛ䪉̸㻯̭ܧ⇹ܳ
ᄌݝ⮱䔆Ხ〜⣜ධᓛ⩌➖ₐౕ⩞ใ⾧⩌➖႓
ⵁ⾣喑҉ͧᄨឫڣЃᭌ⤰̷᱗㷘ࣾ⣝⮱⩌পᒏ
ᐼ⮱ज㘪ಸȡ

㺬⤚➆ጡᓤ㏠Ԋ៑ࡧ	Bardenas Reales)᭜
̭͗टݺ⯽⎃⮱䖄䔦喑ڣ↶⼜ᅯӢ㮭㔹䔽⌽
᭫⣝ȡ䔆❴⇆⮱⣝⟣䮽ᄱγច䰤㐡㕣৵⯽⎃
ౕ᱗Გज㘪ࣾ⩌⮱䔦䆎ȡ

ᄳ͑͗ౝࡧ䬡⮱䔆ᬣ⾧䩆Ξ⮱㖁㈨ڤҀ
喑θУ#02᭜㞧ᱜუౕጡᓤ㏠⮱̭⁎ϧጒࡃ
䶱⮱䃝ᒂ喑Ѓౕ䗐䛹ᦿ̸γౕច䰤㐡㕣৵⯽
⎃ः⮱㞟㉍ȡ



Hugo DEVERCHÈRE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ

La Isla de las Siete Ciudades 

- Event #02 

̰ᇈ���θУ�#02

 2021

Pigment print on Hahnemühle 
PhotoRag Ultra Smooth paper, 

oak frame

㞧ᱜᓛ喑৵ڲ߿ᥱᒞ㏜᷶®䊲Ꭰ
⏾㞧ᱜ㏥喑ᾎ᱕ᵳ

Ed. 2/5 + 2 EA; 154 x 229 x 4 cm

#HDE020



Tess DUMON



Tess DUMON
㠁͊e㧆
(b. 1990)

After training at the Atelier de Sèvres in Paris, young 
talented artist Tess Dumon (b.1990) moved to London 
for pursuing sculpture studies in Central Saint Martins 
DQG�²QLVKHG�KHU�0$�LQ�5R\DO�&ROOHJH�RI�$UW�ZKHUH�VKH�
won the prize of Degree Show in 2016. In 2014 won the 
²UVW� SUL]H� RI� %RUQ� $ZDUG� ZKLFK� FHOHEUDWHV� FUHDWLYLW\�
in design-led lifestyle with a focus on desirability, 
IXQFWLRQDOLW\��DQG�LQWHJULW\��)ROORZLQJ�D�VXFFHVVIXO�²UVW�
solo show in Paris, Dumon’s work has been featured 
in main events such as PAD Art Fairs, Royal Ascot, 
Longines Masters, Christie’s Paris Tout P’tits Charity 
Sale, and special exhibition at Le Royal Monceau-
5DI³HV�3DULV��HWF�

Tess Dumon’s work evolves on different mediums that 
includes drawing, sculpture, animation and installations. 
She aims to transform the tragic and dramatic history 
of the life around her into the hints concealing in her 
works through mythical metaphors and a personal 
dream world. Tess Dumon try to place the audience in 
the heart of her work to experience the atmosphere 
which can be so powerful that people forget the 
mundane world. 

Story

Having no clue about the origins of the illness of her 
brother with autism, Tess Dumon turned herself towards 
myths, symbols, and legends, at a very young age. As a 
matter of fact, they aim to answer all kinds of existential 
questions, from the birth of Mankind to the existence of 
earthquakes.

During her artistic studies, she started to create her very 
own mythology, including horses from her brother’s 
horse therapy sessions, handmade unique blue paint, 
poems...

Dumon tries to place the viewer at the heart of her 
work, aiming to transform the act of seeing into a 
performance itself.

7KH�PHWDO�XVHG�LQ�KHU�VFXOSWXUHV�UH³HFWV�SHUIHFWO\�DQ\�
incoming ray of light, giving her animals the appearance 
RI�JKRVWV�³RDWLQJ� LQ�WKH�DLU��7KH�PDJLF�UHVXOWLQJ�IURP�
these lighting effects contrasts with the dramatic 
meaning of her work and the roughness of the material 
she sculpts by hands.

㠁͊e㧆�	 ⩌λ 1990 Ꭱ 
�ᬖᎡౕጡ叻 Atelier de 
Sèvres 䔈ԛऻ⼨ᅲѓ᪓喑ౕ͚๛侙̮႓䮏䔈㵹䰂ൾ
ⵁ⾣喑䮼ऻౕ⮴უ㞧ᱜ႓䮏㣤ᓄ㞧ᱜⶂธ႓Ѻ喑Ꭳౕ
ℂ͇⻭͚㣤ȡ2014Ꭱ㣤ᓄγBorn Awarḓぶ喑
䄒䶦В䃫䃎ͧͨᄩڠ∕जःᕔ喑ߌ㘪ᕔহ᪡Ҁᕔ⮱
݈ᘼ⩌≨ᐼȡ㐔ౕጡ叻ߋͫߌ仃⁎͗ᆂऻ喑⮱
҉৮䔅ᰫᆂܧλ1"%㞧ᱜ̻䃫䃎ࢇ㻵чȠ㠞ప⮴უ䊈
侙ч (Royal Ascot) হ⊗⥡㶕侙ᱜ๔ጵ䊈 (Longines 
Masters)喑Ҡธᓄ Paris Tout P’tits ᙵࢃ喑㣞҈
ธ⮴უጡ叻ᷓ㉏䙿Ꮔぶȡ

㠁͊e㧆⮱҉৮⋢Ⰳγ̺ह⮱྿ϸ喑࠲᠙㐅⩨喑䰂ൾ喑
ᷓ⮱হ㷲㒛ぶȡλ䕇䓴⺋䄊ᐼ⮱䮽૨হ͗ϧ⩨ߕ
ᘠ̓⩹喑ᄳ⩌≨ক䖚⮱ᗟૉޔᩲθ䒙҉ౕͧࡃ৮͚
⌞⮱㏬㉏喑䕇䓴҉ݣ⅁౧ᑧ๔⮱౧ഌ喑䄂ఫᄳ㻯ф
㒛λ҉৮⮱ᵥᓰ喑Бڣᔅ̓ࢡԄ̓⩹ȡ

ᑀఀ̃

ఝλᬍϻᓄⴒᗐᰶ㜗䬚⫴⮱ᑌᑌ⮘⬘⮱⫲喑㠁͊e
㧆ϻᄼᅞ䒙ा⺋䄊Ƞ䮽૨হэ䄡ᄨⅯめᵵȡ䄂ఫ䕇
䓴䔆ψᩲθᣏ䃕ႅౕͨͶ⮱䬛䷅喑ϻϧㆨ⮱䄋⩌ݝౝ
䰴⮱ࣾ⩌ぶぶȡ

ౕ㞧ᱜ⌞䕍⮱䓴⼸͚喑ᐭ݈䕍ᆋλ㜗ጞ⮱⺋䄊喑
᠙䓽⩕⮱ᑌᑌౕᓰ⤳⇨⫄͚⩕䓴⮱侙⫄∂喑ጒ࠲
⠙➦㨊㞟䷉᫆হ䄄⁹ぶٰ㉍ȡ⮱҉ݣ

㧆ᅊ䄂ᄳ㻯ф㒛λ㞧ᱜ݈҉⮱͚ᓰ喑ᄳ㻯ⰸ⮱㵹ͧ
᱙䏘䒙̭ͧࡃ㶕⑁ȡ

⩕λ݈҉䰂ൾ⮱䛾ᆋႹ㒻ࣺᄱ⮱ٶ㏬䉸εγ⮱ߕ➖
̭Ꭺ▢㝙⮱⊛⍥ᙌȡ䔆⩞ٶ㏬⮱傁∂ϔ⩌⮱䩆㻶̻
҉৮᱙䏘ޔᕔ⮱⋢Ͷহ㏼⩞㞧ᱜუϟ䕍ಸ⮱㇄㇊
ᱽ᫆ϔ⩌γᑧ◵⮱ᄦ℁ȡ



Tess DUMON 㠁͊e㧆�

The Floating World (Blue Argus)

⊛̓喍㨊▝㲣喎

 2022

Gouache on canvas 

ጰ䲏Ⅱㆶ

80 x 65 cm

#TDU139





Tess DUMON 㠁͊e㧆�

As the Countryside Fades

⊵⮱⩝䛻

 2022

Gouache on canvas 

ጰ䲏Ⅱㆶ

69 x 54 cm

#TDU144





Jean-Marie FIORI



Jean-Marie FIORI
ᅇ�侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳
(b. 1952)

Jean Marie FIORI was graduated from the 
National School of Fine Arts (École Nationale 
des Beaux-arts) in Paris, devoted to Sculpture, 
DQG�PRUH�VSHFL²FDOO\�WR�WKH�UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ�
of animals. Before that, he was a painter and 
realized numerous projects of decoration. 

In his workshop populated by his “beasts”, as 
an inheritor of the realistic artists during the 
inter-war period, he works alabaster and marble 
in direct carving. The subtle translucency of 
the material allows him to develop his talent 
by giving a rich resonance to the color that 
characterizes his sculptures. 

Jean-Marie FIORI adapts his technique to 
different animals that he portrays, from pure, 
smooth lines of oryx or panda to rough, waved 
fur of ram and bear. During the years, he 
improved his mastery of bronze and enriched 
his imaginary bestiary of designed furniture and 
monumental installations. 

In 2010, Jean-Marie FIORI was selected by the 
&KLQHVH�2I²FLDO�&RPPLWWHH�RI�:RUOG�([SR�
in Shanghai to create a set of urban furniture 
FRQVLVWLQJ�RI�²YH�EHQFKHV��,QVSLUHG�E\�WUDGLWLRQDO�
Chinese symbols, he reinterpretedw turtle, 
buffalo, tiger, duck and falcon. This commission 
gave a new breath to his art, offering him the 
opportunity to combine the nobility of bronze to 
WKH�VWUHQJWK�RI�ODFTXHU�IRU�WKH�²UVW�WLPH�

Many of Jean-Marie Fiori's works are held among 
important private collections in Europe, Asia, 
America, and Africa. He is exclusively represented 

by Galerie Dumonteil.

ᅇ �侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳ℂ͇λጡ叻పუ倅ぶ㒻ᱜ႓䮏
喍l’École Nationale des Beaux-arts喎ȡᬖ喑
҉ͧ⩨უ⮱Ѓ⣝γф็㷲亝㞧ᱜ䶦Ⱋ喑ڣऻ喑
㞧ᱜუڕᗲែڒ䰂ൾ䶳ഌ⮱̀ⵁ喑ᄦλں⮱➖ߕ
⣝ᅑᰶ䕍䄐ȡ

эឬγ͑ᝅ䬡⣝ͨͶ㞧ᱜუᄦ䰂ൾ㒻⮱䄍
䛷喑䉦⁔⤳䔶᠖ౕⅶ⮪⢶হ๔⤳ⴠ䔆͑ᱽ䉕̷
Ⱑᣒܴޟ喑ڣᰩໆ⮱ࡷ䔼ᬻ䉕ౝҬ㞧ᱜუ⮱ࡻ
ᓄВܳٲᆂ喑๔㗳⮱Ɑ㞟ឭጔៅᄱܧγ͝ჹ⮱
㞟̻ٶȡ

ౕЃ䮼ัज㻮ऱĄ䛻ڪą҉৮⮱ጒ҉ბ䛹喑Ѓ
ᄳ㜗䏘⮱ࡻᏁ⩕λ㐅ऱߕ➖喑ϻ㓇㒷ᝃ⚷
⡘䏘̷㏜㔹≮⩲⮱㏬喑ڙݝ㒷হ⚷䏘̷䊤м
⮱℈ࣾ喑ᅪ᭫ڣ⎈ឭ㞧ȡ䓾ᎡᲒ喑Ѓ̺Ⴙ
ᄦλ䱿䨉⮱ั⤳ឭᱜ喑Ꭳ䕇䓴䃫䃎⩕㞧ᱜ৮̻
๔ಸ㏗ᔢᕔ㷲㒛Გ͝ჹЃٲ␎ᘠ䆎⮱ᄀ㼭ᐼ⮱ߕ
➖ᒏ䆎݈҉ȡ

2010Ꭱ喑ᅇ�侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳Ꮑ̷⊤̓ࢇч͚పჅ
༁অч䖭喑݈҉γ̭ຄ⩞ρ͗䪬Ḳ㏱⮱
ጯ㷲㒛҉৮ȡऄ͚ݝపэ㐌᪴ࡃこत⮱ड़ࣾ喑Ѓ
䛺䄍䛷γ哌Ƞڙ➈Ƞ㔮㭻Ƞ博ၽহ㔮厝䔆ρ
⮱ȡ䔆⁎⮱݈҉ͧЃ⮱㞧ᱜ⩌⋜ፓᲒγ➖ߕ͗
⅁ᖜ喑䃖Ѓᰶᱧч仃⁎ᄳ䱿䨉⮱倅䉢হக⮱߈
䛼㐀व䊤Გȡ

ᅇ�侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳⩞ᷓയڕ⤰⠙უА⤳ȡЃ⮱
҉৮ౕ⁔㒻Ƞχ≟হ͚͉ऄݝ⻮ϧ㫼უ⮱Ꭼ∈䱿
ⱽȡ



Jean-Marie FIORI �

ᅇ � 侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳�

Buffet “Sargon”  

Ąඋᅁ䉎ą�䓦ᴉ

 2021

Patinated Bronze and Dark Ash Wood, 
Deroyaume Foundry, signed 

 䨵㞟䨉䰂হ⌞㞟᷐᱕喑Deroyaume�䨥䕍ࢯ
㞧ᱜუ㒟ऺ

83 x 218 x 47 cm

❵ Edition 2/8 + 4 AP 
#JMF038



Jean-Marie FIORI �

ᅇ � 侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳�

« Darius » Armchair  

« Darius » ឣḲ

 2021

Patinated Bronze and Brass, Fabric,

 Deroyaume Foundry, signed 

 䨵㞟䨉䰂喑叱䨉�㏴➖�Deroyaume�䨥䕍ࢯ
㞧ᱜუ㒟ऺ

100 x 60 x 70 cm Each У

❵ Edition 4A/24 + 4 AP, 4B/24+4AP 
#JMF025





Jean-Marie FIORI �

ᅇ � 侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳�

Tampouf Stool 

⡡ၽⴛܠ

 2003

Patinated Bronze, 

Deroyaume Foundry, signed 

 䨵㞟䨉䰂�Deroyaume�䨥䕍ࢯ
㞧ᱜუ㒟ऺ

48 x 31.5 x 31.5 cm Each У

❵ Edition 8A/25 + 4 AP, 8B/25 + 4 AP 
#JMF034





Jean-Marie FIORI �

ᅇ � 侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳�

Ram Bench

⮪㒷䪬Ḳ

 2015

Patinated Bronze,

 Deroyaume Foundry, signed 

 䨵㞟䨉䰂�Deroyaume�䨥䕍ࢯ
㞧ᱜუ㒟ऺ

56 x 180 x 30 cm

❵ Edition 6A/25 + 4 AP

#JMF026





Jean-Marie FIORI �

ᅇ � 侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳�

Lamp “Hathor”

Ą৵㉏ᅁą▜

 2021

Patinated Bronze,

 Deroyaume Foundry, signed 

 䨵㞟䨉䰂�Deroyaume�䨥䕍ࢯ
㞧ᱜუ㒟ऺ

37.5 x 21.5 x 17.5 cm

❵ Edition 1/8B + 4 AP

#JMF035



Jean-Marie FIORI �

ᅇ � 侙⤳e䉦⁔⤳�

Frieze Beasts

Ẑڪ

 2022
Changphel Wool, Tibetan Hand-knotted Rug

Studio Changphel 

㫼ࡄ㒷℈喑㺬㫼ጒក㐀ౝℜ喑ᆞ䊡ጒ҉౷�

#JMF049

Ed 1/80,  241.3 x 380 cm              

    Ed 2/80, 200 x 315 cm                

*Custom size is available upon request

��ᅧᄥजჇݣ喑䰭䄏Ф



Bruno GADENNE



Bruno GADENNE
ጰ冮䄧eͦߍ㏠
(b. 1990)

Bruno Gadenne (b. 1990 in Cavaillon) is an artist 
who lives and works in Paris.  After studying 
in Paris and Boston (SMFA), he graduated 
from HEAR (Haute École des Arts du Rhin) in 
Strasbourg in 2014, under the mentorship of 
painter Daniel Schlier.

+LV�²UVW�VROR�VKRZ�ZDV�LQ�6WUDVERXUJ�LQ�������
Since then, his work has been exhibited 
in galleries and art centers in France and 
United States. Highlighted by the November 
International Painting Prize exhibitions in Vitry in 
2016 and then that of the Icart Prize 2017, Bruno 
Gadenne is the winner of the Théophile Schuler 
Prize in 2018. In 2019, after being the guest of 
honor at the Salon des Artistes de Massy, he had 
KLV�²UVW�VROR�VKRZ�LQ�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV��DW�WKH�
agnès b. Gallery in New York City.

Gadenne’s work relates to landscape and nature, 
inspired by his month-long research expeditions 
around the world, using sketches  and digital 
image as basis for his artworks. Using oil paint, 
he creates a strangeness by diverting some 
of the landscape features. He tries to create a 
tension by playing with the rendering of light and 
the deepness of transparent layers, establishing 
a double play between wonder and an uncanny 
feeling. His ambitious intention is to capture 
the viewer’s attention, to invite the spectator to 
contemplate while being on the alert of an 
underlying menace hiding in tranquility.

∂ప㞧ᱜუጰ冮䄧eͦߍ㏠�	�Bruno Gadenne�
1990 Ꭱܧ⩌ 
�⩌≨হጒ҉ౕጡ叻ȡౕጡ叻হ∏
ธ䶬喍∏ඁ๘๔႓㡕๔႓�	SMFA喎႓ऻ喑
Ѓλ 2014 Ꭱℂ͇λ➦៶ൎ倅ぶ㞧ᱜ႓䮏
喍Haute École des Arts du Rhin喎喑ጵϻ⩨
უ Daniel Schlierȡ

ₑऻ喑Ѓ䭳㐚ౕ̓⩹ऱౝ⮱⩨হ㞧ᱜ͚ᓰᆂܧ
҉৮喑ͨڣ㺮͗ᆂ㏼࠲ࢳ᠙喟ᷓയ喑̷⊤喑͚
ప 	2022
喑Galerie Provost-Hacker喑䛹ᅁ喑
∂ప	2021
喑agnès b.⩨喑㏪㏓喑㒻ప	2019
喑
Galerie Bertrand Gillig喑➦៶ൎ喑∂ప
	2018
 ぶȡЃᰫౕ∂ప㣤ᓄ䄥็䶦⮱䃑ज喑ڣ
᠙喟Théophile Schuler࠲͚ 䨽 	2018
喑
Icart 䨽 	2017
喑㐡➦䛹 	Vitry
11 ᰵప䭲㐅
⩨ᆂ㻵๔ 	2016
ȡₑใ喑侙㺬㞧ᱜუ⇆哆䃱䔶
	Salon des Artistes de Massy
 䔅ᰫ䖭䄤Ѓ҉
ͧ 2019 Ꭱ⇆哆⮱➦䖭㞧ᱜუȡ

ᙌ⎽㜗Ѓ▢ڣ喑ڠ㏠⮱҉৮̻㜗♣হ䷻ᮜⰥͦߍ
ౕ̓⩹ऱౝ⮱㵹ȡЃВ㵹͚⮱⚔❴হۆ⩌ͧ
݈҉ധ喑䕇䓴㐅⩨ᩦअᮜ㻯⮱➦ᒮ喑㥒䕍̭
ᐯ⮱ⅈడȡЃ⩕⇦ᒖั⤳ٶ㏬⮱⍟ᴀহ䔼ᬻ
ᅯ⁎⮱⌞≲݈䕍̭ᑍ߈喑В̺जᕊ䃛⮱ᗷᙌ
॥ᑂ㻯㔲⮱∕ᘼ喑䖭䄤㻯㔲ౕ䂓㻶͚↶ᕊ喑ᙌऄ
ౕⰸѩႮ䲆⮱ఫ⒉͚㫼⮱̺Ⴖȡ



Bruno GADENNE ጰ冮䄧eͦߍ㏠��

Foliage ㄴण

 2021

Oil on canvas ጰ䲏⇦⩨

140 x 100 cm

#BGA014





Charles HASCOËT



Charles HASCOËT
ᴒᅁe৵➦
(b. 1985)

Charles Hascoët (b.1985) is an artist who 
lives and works between New York City and 
Paris. He studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts 
de Paris and graduated in 2014. During his 
student years, and along with his teachers 
(J.Rielly or J.Michel Alberola among them), he 
had the occasion to continue and deepen his 
favourite medium, painting.

Since then, his pictorial creations have been 
exhibited in many countries. Navigating 
between institutional and alternative venues, 
he participated in several group shows 
in Brussels (BE), Miami (US), and France 
countryside. He recently had his last solo show 
in Paris, under ‘Super Zoom Art’ curation, 
«-H�ORQJH�PRQ�VRXI³H¬��ZKHUH�KH�H[KLELWHG�D�
series of characters and objects, as described 
where he ‘‘draws the portrait of a melancholic 
and sleepy humanity’’. Always with a certain 
sarcasm and benevolence, his paintings found 
various ways of showing and sharing with us 
Hascoët’s vision from our contemporary world. 
Besides this solo at Dumonteil Shanghai, he 
will soon be exhibiting his paintings at the 
New Galerie in Paris and at Jose Bienvenue 
gallery in NYC,.

He is at the same time known for years for his 
DJ practice, playing his massive and eclectic 
Vinyl collection in clubs, bars, concert halls, 
in Europe and worldwide, as numerous radio 
broadcasts.

ᴒᅁe৵➦�	1985Ꭱܧ⩌
�᭜̭Ѻౕ㏪
㏓হጡ叻͑ౝ⩌≨হጒ҉⮱㞧ᱜუȡЃλ����
Ꭱℂ͇λጡ叻㒻ᱜ႓䮏	Ecole des Beaux-Arts 
de Paris
ȡౕ䄨䬡喑Ѓহ㜗ጞ⮱㔮ጵ	࠲͚ڣ᠙
J.RiellyহJ.Michel Alberola
̭䊤ᣏ⾣Ѓᰭૉ⁏
⮱྿ϸÿÿ㐅⩨ȡ

ϻ႓⩌ᬣА䊤喑৵➦⮱㐅⩨҉৮ጟౕ䃥็
పუᆂܧȡЃ࣯̻⮱㓑ᆂౕጰ冮උᅁ	#&
Ƞ䓵䭬
ჳ	㒻ప
Вࣷ∂ప᱙ౌ⮱㞧ᱜᱧᲱহ݈ᘼ⾧䬡ᆂ

ጡ叻	ȡ䓾喑৵➦ౕSuperZoom⩨ܧ
䌌䮼⮱	�γ͗ᆂ�Ą-H�ORQJH�PRQ�VRX³Hߋͫ
॥
ąȡₑ⁎ᆂ㻵ॵ⣝⮱̭㈨݄ϧ➖㗃হ䲆➖
㐅ᘼౕĄ㐅ᔔ䗮হఝՓ⮱ϧᕔąȡ৵➦
⮱҉৮ᕨ᭜ፓᰶψ䃥䃪ݧ喑ࣵٲ␎Ϯ❞喑Вऱ
ᐼाЙᆂহܳϘ㞧ᱜუᄦᒀА̓⩹⮱ⰸ∂ȡ䮑
γₑ⁎ౕᷓയ	̷⊤
⮱͗ᆂ喑Ѓᄳλጡ叻⮱New 
Galerieহ㏪㏓⮱Jose Bienvenue⩨ᆂڣܧ䓾
݈҉ȡ

ౕ㐅⩨݈҉⮱हᬣ喑ᴒᅁe৵➦Ό็Ꭱ
⮱DJጒ҉㔹ͧϧ⛌ⴒȡЃౕ⁔≟হ̓⩹ऱౝ⮱
Ԟͽ䘕Ƞ䙿॔Ƞ䴠ͽࢲহф็⩢झᎬ᧚͚ܳϘ̺ڣ
᠅̭ᵩ⮱⌤䴠叾㘣ਫ਼❴䯳ȡ

Photo © Diane Arques / ADAGP, Paris, 2021



Charles HASCOËT ᴒᅁe৵➦

The Owls Are Not What They Seem 

⡘厝⮱⼅ჳ

 2022

Oil on canvas 

ጰ䲏⇦⩨

60 x 50.5 x 4 cm

#CHS032





Yanis KHANNOUSSI



Yanis KHANNOUSSI
�䯲ᅩeߗࢎ㺬�
(b. 1996)

Yanis Khannoussi (b.1996, Paris) graduated from 
the Beaux-Arts de Paris in 2021 with trainings 
in painting alongside Dominique Gauthier, Ann 
Veronica Janssens, Dominique Figarella, Marc 
Desgrandchamps, etc. He lives and works in 
Paris. His work has been the subject of the solo 
exhibtion “Ce Que l’Horizon Nous Cache” in 
DUMONTEIL Contemporary in July 2022. 

Having an asserted interest in the techniques 
and materials used in industrial iconography, 
Khannoussi gradually developed his painting 
predominated by techniques through gestures 
and colors on molded resin, liberating himself 
from the two-dimensional pictorial creations 
on canvas. Later the artist has integrated the 
pneumatic gun into his practice, which imitates 
WKH�²QLVKLQJ�FULWHULD�RI�WKH�ERG\ZRUN�RI�LQGXVWU\��
de-materializes the gestures and any other 
“imprint” of the artist. 

Through the accentuating of the contemplative 
experience of form and color, the artist attempts 
to create analogy for abstract concepts hard to 
materialize, such as the horizon, the refraction of 
light, etc.

䯲ᅩeߗࢎ㺬�	Yanis Khannoussi b.1996, 
Paris
 2021 Ꭱℂ͇λጡ叻㒻䮏㐅⩨͇̀喑
ጵϻ Dominique Gauthier�Ann Veronica 
Janssens�Dominique Figarella�Marc 
Desgrandchamps ぶȡЃౕጡ叻⩌≨হጒ҉ȡ
ᷓയλ 2022 Ꭱ 7 ᰵౕጡ叻 DUMONTEIL 
Contemporary⾧䬡ͧ͗ߋͫڣᆂąౝᎠ㏬䮽㫼
⮱⼅ჳ 	Ce Que l’Horizon Nous Cache
ąȡ

ߗࢎ䋐喑ڡ◵ឭᱜহᱽ᫆⮱ᑧ⮱λᄦጒ͇ఫܧ
㺬䔽⌽ࣾᆂγЃౕݣᴾ㘯̷В߬হ㞟ᒖͧͨ
ᄩ⮱㐅⩨ឭጔ喑ិ㜗ጞϻ⩨ጰ̷⮱ι㐡ఫ҉݈
͚䛷ᩫܧᲒȡ䮼ऻ喑㞧ᱜუᄳ⅁᳗㲺ݝڒЃ⮱
䌢͚喑Ҭᰭ㏵݈҉ᣒ䓾ጒ͇ݣ䕍⮱ጒᴴ۳喑ᄳ
㞧ᱜუ⮱Ąぁ㼓ąহڣЃ㜗䏘⮱ą࢝䃝ąᒨᏂ⊵㼐ȡ
हᬣ喑䕇䓴ᑧ䄰ᄦᒏᐼহ㞟ᒖ⮱↶⊥Ҁ侹喑㞧ᱜ
უ䄂ఫͧ䯫В➖ࡃ⮱䆎ắᔢ݈䕍ㆨ℁喑ຯౝᎠ
㏬Ƞٶ⮱ៅᄱぶȡ



Yanis KHANNOUSSI �䯲ᅩeߗࢎ㺬�

A Drop of an Endless World

⇔⊤̭㇌

 2022

Resin, painted

ᴾ㘯喑⇦
120 x 60 x 20 cm

#YKH002



Yanis KHANNOUSSI �䯲ᅩeߗࢎ㺬�

Untitled - Iridescent Sculpture # V

ᬍ䷅���㮦ᒖ䰂ൾ�# V

 2022

Paint and varnish on resin

ᴾ㘯喑⇦
40 x 25 x 20 cm

#YKH011



Yanis KHANNOUSSI �䯲ᅩeߗࢎ㺬�

Untitled - Iridescent Sculpture # IV

ᬍ䷅���㮦ᒖ䰂ൾ�# IV

 2022

Paint and varnish on resin

ᴾ㘯喑⇦
35 x 20 x 20 cm

#YKH012



Yanis KHANNOUSSI �䯲ᅩeߗࢎ㺬�

Untitled - Iridescent Sculpture # VI

ᬍ䷅���㮦ᒖ䰂ൾ�# VI

 2022

Paint and varnish on resin

ᴾ㘯喑⇦
25 x 30 x 30 cm

#YKH014



Yanis KHANNOUSSI �䯲ᅩeߗࢎ㺬�

Untitled - Iridescent Sculpture # VII

ᬍ䷅���㮦ᒖ䰂ൾ�# VII

 2022

Paint and varnish on resin

ᴾ㘯喑⇦
45 x 40 x 30 cm

#YKH015
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Ugo SCHILDGE
䰕eፚᓤ
(b. 1987)

Ugo Schildge (b.1987, Paris) graduated from 
The École nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts 
in Paris in 2014. 

After trained by Giuseppe Penone and became 
the assistant of Bernard Moninot, Schildge 
worked independently and quickly developed 
D�UH³HFWLRQ�RQ�WKH�DUWLFXODWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�LPDJH�
and movement through his exploration with 
cogwheel. In his most recent practices, the 
cogwheels are transformed into “brushworks” 
to explore new themes in nature and humanity 
through various techniques.

Schildge has developed a new approach on 
wood panel with materials including but not 
limited to wood strips, natural pigments, 
plaster, which questions the traditional form 
of an artwork, blurring the border between 
painting and sculpture, canvas and media, 
control and freedom, and creating a perpetual 
FRPH�DQG�JR�EHWZHHQ�²JXUDWLYH�DQG�DEVWUDFW��
conscious and unconscious, technique and 
illusion. 

His work has been exhibited at public 
institutions including the GoodPlanet 
Foundation, Paris (permanent display since 
2019); Invisible Dog Art Center, New York 
(2016); Espace Pierre Cardin, Paris (2014); 
École nationale supérieure des beaux-arts, 
Paris (2010), etc.

Ugo Schildge’s work has also been included in 
the collection of the GoodPlanet Foundation, 
Paris, France as well as private collections 
across Europe, America, and Asia.

䰕eፚᓤ�	Ugo Schildge喑1987Ꭱܧ⩌λ
ጡ叻
�2014Ꭱℂ͇λጡ叻㒻ᱜ႓䮏ȡౕ႓
䬡ࣷႹ႓͇ऻ喑ፚᓤᰫٵऻ៲Ш㞧ᱜუशඋ
ᮛeҖ䀫ڔ	Giuseppe Penone
喑Bernard 
Moninot喑Harold AncartВࣷKorakrit 
Arunanondchai⮱ߖ喑Ꭳٵऻౕ㧆➦ݖᅁ喑
Ԋ㒄喑㏪㏓হ̷⊤侨ౝ݈҉ȡ

ധλᄦఫহ䓽ߕ䬡ڠ㈨⮱ⵁ⾣喑䰕eፚᓤᄳ
喑Ꭳ䔈̭ₒᡃᣅ咬䒛҉ݣᲒ⎽⮱ᱧ䛺ൾఫͧ҉ڣ
ͧ⩨䲏ͨҀ⮱⒉߈ȡౕ䔆ψ䌢͚喑㞧ᱜუ䔽⌽ࣾ
ᆂܧ㜗䏘۹侫λ᳣̷㐅⩨⮱⠙➦䄚㼭喑Ꭳᄳ䔆ψ
⮱ឭጔ㲺ڒᄦ㜗♣হϧ᪴ͨ䷅⮱݈҉͚ȡ

䔆݈҉∂В๖♣㞟ㆶȠ叼ౌȠ᱕ᱽহⴠ㚼ぶ็
ᱽ᫆喑ㇷγ㐅⩨হ䰂ൾ喑⩨ጰহ྿ϸ喑ᣔݣহ
㜗⩞䬡⮱⩹䭽喑Ꭳ݈䕍γౕ̭ڤ䆎̻䆎喑ិ
ᣔ̻侹ᕔ喑Вࣷឭጔ̻㻯ᙌ䬡⮱ߕᔮᎠ㶎ȡ

ፚᓤ⮱҉৮ᰫᆂܧλ䃥็ڞڙ㞧ᱜᱧᲱ喑ڣ
᠙喟GoodPlanetധ䛾ч喑ጡ叻喑ⅥͲ࠲͚
䭵݄喠Invisible Dog㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ喑㏪㏓喑2016
喠⯛ᅁeͦࢎ⾧䬡喑ጡ叻喑2014喠ጡ叻㒻
ᱜ႓䮏喑2010ぶȡ㞧ᱜუ⮱҉৮ጟ㷘㏠ڒ
GoodPlanetധ䛾чᩣ㫼喑Вࣷ⁔≟Ƞࡄ㒻হχ≟
ऱౝ⮱⻮ϧᩣ㫼ȡ

Photo © JJYPHOTO



PROCESS OF CREATION

Ugo Schildge once explored the cogwheel as a 
mechanism for reshaping the relationship between 
image and movement and later as a subject matter for 
his pictorial creation. In these practices, the artist has 
gradually developed his language that distinguishes itself 
from painting.
 
In the realization, Schildge uses raw materials of 
construction sites — concrete, plaster, and wood. If we 
analyze Schildge’s work to a painting, the wooden strips 
are like the contour of form, the plaster and concrete 
mixed with the natrual pigments are the color blocks 
that fill in the forms; some of them shine like the glaze 
of porcelain under the layer of resin, while others exhibit 
matte finish, revealing the original qualities of the 
medium. Such variations of shapes, colors and textures 
are like an irresistible invitation that encourages viewers 
to take a closer look at the artworks and contemplate. 
While appreciating the details of the works, viewers are 
able to experience the varing emotions of the artist’s 
state of mind. 

Through his unique approach, Ugo Schildge applies the 
sense of volume to the plane of the painting. His work 
blurs the boundaries between painting and sculpture, 
canvas and medium, control and freedom while creating 
dynamism between technique and perception through 
morphology and camouflage.

ѹͻሮ

䰕eፚᓤ⮱㞧ᱜ㶕⣝∂᭜ധλᄦఫহ䓽ߕ䬡ڠ㈨⮱ⵁ⾣喑
Ѓᰫᄳ咬䒛҉ͧ䛺ൾఫᲒ⎽⮱ᱧݣ喑Ꭳ䔈̭ₒᡃᣅ咬䒛҉ͧ⩨䲏
ͨҀ⮱㶕䓫⒉߈ȡౕ䔆ψ䌢͚喑㞧ᱜუ䔽⌽ࣾᆂܧ㜗䏘۹侫λ᳣
̷㐅⩨⮱⠙➦䄚㼭喑Ꭳᄳ䔆ψ⮱ឭጔ㲺ڒᄦ㜗♣হϧ᪴ͨ䷅⮱݈
҉͚ȡ�
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ᱽ᫆ȡຯ⩕㐅⩨⮱䄚㼭Გᒏღፚᓤ⮱҉৮喑᱕ᅞ᭜ࠫ߿䒛᐀⮱
㏬喑㷘➖㞟ㆶⱭ㞟⮱ⴠ㚼হ⌤ౌ܊ᅞ᭜ٲ⮱㞟಄喑ႰЙᰶ⮱
ౕᴾ㘯⮱㺳Ⰳ̸ຯ⨤க⮱䛶㞟㝙䬗ϛ喑ᰶ⮱݆ᆂ⣝ܧ㜗䏘➦ᰶ⮱
Ъᬍ∂ោ̭ࡃ᱓㘔喑䔆ψᒏ⟣Ƞ䷉㞟Ƞহ䉕ౝ⮱ᬍ䭽अ̻ٶ৾
⮱䖭䄤喑॥ᑂⱭҍ䊝䓾҉৮Ё㏳㻯ᄌ喑ౕᙌऄ҉৮㏳㞯⮱हᬣҀч
㞧ᱜუౕ݈҉ᬣ≮䱟⮱̺हᗲ㐗ȡ

䰕eፚᓤВ㜗ጞ⮱⠙➦ᐼౕ㐅⩨⮱Ꭰ䲏̷ॵ⣝ܧ䰂ൾ➦ᰶ⮱
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Ugo SCHILDGE 䰕eፚᓤ��

Apple Tree 㠦ᴾ

 2022

Plaster, concrete, pigment, wood

 ⴠ㚼ౌ܊⌤��㞟ㆶ�᱕ᱽ

170 x 110 x 5 cm

#USC086



Ugo SCHILDGE 䰕eፚᓤ��

Banana Tree 仆㩶ᴾ

 2022

Plaster, concrete, pigment, wood

 ⴠ㚼ౌ܊⌤��㞟ㆶ�᱕ᱽ

170 x 110 x 5 cm

#USC087



Ugo SCHILDGE 䰕eፚᓤ��

Mobile Tree чߕ⮱ᴾ

 2022

Plaster, concrete, pigment, wood

 ⴠ㚼ౌ܊⌤��㞟ㆶ�᱕ᱽ

120 x 180 cm

#USC088

￥ 130,000

旻





WENG Jijun

㓮㏗ۈ



WENG Jijun
㓮㏗ۈ
(b. 1955)

Weng Jijun (b. 1955, Shanghai, China) graduated 
from Jiangxi Normal University College of Fine 
Arts in 1981 before continued his study at the 
Mural Paintings department of Central Academy 
of Fine Arts in 1994. Later he began his teaching 
career at Shanghai Art & Design Academy. 
He is recognized as a member of the China 
Artists Association, China Professional Lacquer 
Steering Committee, and director of the Working 
Committee of Lacquer Painting, Shanghai Artists 
Association.     

Weng’s work has been the subject of solo 
exhibitions including “Constellation”, Galerie 
Dumonteil, Shanghai, China (2021); “Collision”, 
Galerie Dumonteil, Paris, France (2019); “Urban 
Colors in the Shanghai School of Lacquer Art 
- Weng Jijun’s Lacquer Art”, Shanghai Urban 
Planning Center, Shanghai (2018); “The Enduring 
Practices of Lacquer”, Galerie Dumonteil, 
Shanghai, China (2018); “He”, Yibo Gallery, 
Shanghai, China (2015); “Buddha’s head”, Gallery 
on Old Bailey, Hong Kong, China (2007); “Weng 
Jijun’s Solo Show”, Gallery on Old Bailey, Hong 
Kong, China (2001), etc.

His work has been collected by major art 
institutions in China such as Guangzhou Museum 
of Art, Fujian Museum of Art, Chinese Olympic 
Committee, Expo Shanghai China, etc. His 
publications include “Weng Jijun”, 2nd column 
of Shanghai Artists Work Collection (2005); 
©6SOHQGLGQHVV���/DFTXHU�$UWª��6KDQJKDL�6FLHQWL²F�
and Technological Education Publishing House 
(2006).

㓮㏗ۈ 	���� Ꭱܧ⩌λ̷⊤ 
喑���� Ꭱℂ͇λ
㺬ጵ㠰๔႓㒻ᱜ႓䮏喑���� Ꭱ䔈ԛλ͚๛㒻
ᱜ႓䮏喑̷⊤㒻ᱜუࡼч⩨㞧༁অчͨШ喑̷
⊤ጒ㞧㒻ᱜ႓䮏᪆ᢵ喑̷⊤ጯ䲋➖䉕᪴ࡃ䖄ϔԊ
៑ጒ҉̀უ༁অч༁অ喑⣝⩌≨λ̷⊤ȡ
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喠Ąⷝą喑㓮㏗᪴�ۈḛࣹ͗ᆂ喑
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㞧҉৮ᆂą喑̷⊤ጯ㻱ܿ亳喑̷⊤ 	����
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Ą倦㵹ą喑㓮㏗᪴�ۈḛࣹ͗ᆂ喑ᷓയ喑̷
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̷⊤	����
喠Ą҈ą喑ຒ℁ݖ⩨喑仆⍜	����
喠
Ą㓮㏗͗ۈᆂą喑ຒ℁ݖ⩨喑仆⍜ 	����
 ぶȡ
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WENG Jijun 㓮㏗ۈ��

System Planetary Series 2022-1  

๗䭠㈨㵹ᭌ㈨݄�2022-1

 2022

Dry lacquer, silver leaves 

 喑䨣チ

103 x 93 x 5 cm

#WJJ062



WENG Jijun 㓮㏗ۈ��

System Planetary Series 2022-3 

๗䭠㈨㵹ᭌ㈨݄�2022-3

 2022

Dry lacquer, gold leaves 

 喑䛾チ

103 x 66 x 6 cm

#WJJ063
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